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Ablation: Laser ablation is a process in which the molecular bonds of a material are dissolved by a laser. During an 
ignition experiment, laser beams strike the inside walls of the hohlraum and generate x rays that ablate the outer plastic 
shell and cause the capsule to implode like a spherical rocket at velocities greater than 350 kilometers per second.









Ignition in inertial confinement fusion

● A shell of cryogenic D-T thermonuclear fuel is accelerated inward by 
direct laser irradiation or by the x rays produced by heating a high-Z 
enclosure

● At stagnation, the compressed fuel is ignited by a central hot spot 
surrounded by a cold, dense shell.

● Central ignition when the alpha-particle heating of the hot spot 
exceeds all the energy losses. (in exercises: “ideal ignition where 
alpha-particle heating overcomes Bremsstrahlung losses”)

● To measure progress toward ignition, a metric is needed to assess how 
an implosion experiment performs with respect to the ignition condition.

● In a stationary plasma, the ignition condition is given by the Lawson 
criterion → what is ignition condition in ICF in terms of measurable 
parameters?        

P.Y.Chang PRL 2010

Implode: Explode inward. The NIF fuel capsule implodes at speeds up to 400 kilometers a second.



Comparing ignition in inertial vs. 
magnetic confinement fusion

Magnetic confinement fusion:

● Typically D-D experiments: relevant physics without complication of operation with 
tritium→ no neutrons

● In magnetic confinement fusion τ measured from decay time of plasma energy

Inertial confinement fusion:

● D-T: Tritium inventory small → tritium commonly used in cryogenic target 
experiments

● Neutron yield important measure
● In ICF, τ cannot be directly measured (related to width of neutron-rate history)
● In addition to neutron yield, measurable parameters of the ICF fuel assembly are the 

total areal density, and the ion temperature.

Areal Density: The combined thickness and density of the imploding frozen fusion fuel shell. The areal density of the fuel and the 
temperature and shape of the implosion at peak compression are two critical experimental factors for achieving ignition. See more 
definitions: https://lasers.llnl.gov/education/glossary 
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Fluid instabilities lead to non-spherical implosion of 
the capsule and unwanted material mixed into fuel  

● Rayleigh–Taylor instability is an instability of an interface 
between two fluids of different densities which occurs when the 
lighter fluid is pushing the heavier fluid. In ICF uneven 
compression on the target surface can cause RT-instability

● Richtmyer–Meshkov instability → impulsive-acceleration limit of 
the Rayleigh–Taylor instability. 

→ RT and RM instabilities can cause capsule surface and 
interface imperfections to grow and if severe enough, the 
instabilities can cause ablator material to mix into the core 
and radiatively cool the hot spot, decreasing the hot spot 
temperature and nuclear yield. 



→  radiatively cooling of the 
hot spot decreases the hot spot 
temperature and nuclear yield. 





Ablator: Plastic 
outer layer of 
the fuel capsule.



a shock wave = a type of propagating disturbance that moves faster 
than the local speed of sound in the medium.





Hohlraum: German for "hollow space," a hohlraum is a hollow metal cylinder the size 
of a pencil eraser surrounding a fusion fuel capsule. The hohlraum converts energy 
from laser light into x-ray radiation that symmetrically compresses a fuel capsule.







Hohlraum: German for "hollow space," a hohlraum is a hollow metal cylinder the size 
of a pencil eraser surrounding a fusion fuel capsule. The hohlraum converts energy 
from laser light into x-ray radiation that symmetrically compresses a fuel capsule (see 
Indirect-Drive Ignition)



Advanced ignition schemes

• Separate fuel compression from ignition. First step 
with slow implosion which is less prone to 
instabilities. Second step: Ignition with

• High-intensity pulse of electrons or ions (Fast 
Ignition) 

• Short and intense laser pulse (Shock Ignition)

• Magneto-inertial fusion: use targets embedded in 
magnetic fields to reduce heat losses



What about breakeven?



Energy gain Q>1 gives scientific breakeven but... 

“Engineering” breakeven: takes into account that 
1) only a fraction (1-f

ch
) of fusion energy goes to blanket

2) cooling fluid of blanket drives steam turbines with efficiency 
η

elec
= 35-40 %

3) fraction f
recirc

 of P
elec

 recirculated back into the heaters  

4) η
heat

 is the efficiency that power supplied to the heating 

systems is turned into heat in the fuel
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Fusion energy gain Q>1 gives scientific 
breakeven but... 

“Engineering” breakeven: 
• QE = Pfus/Pheat = 1 / [(1-fch) ηelecfrecirc ηheat]
• Typical values:  fch = 0.2 (D-T), ηheat = 0.7 and ηelec = 0.4 → Q = 

5 for engineering breakeven (frecirc = 1) but at least Q > 20 (frecirc 
= 0.2) for significant energy production (“economic 
breakeven”)

• Note on ICF:  lasers have order of ηheat = 0.015 (1.5%) →Real 
energy gain in ICF very low although it is close to  “scientific 
breakeven”. Trick is to redefine Q with energy 

   put into the driver → delivered by the driver

In exercises: efficiency of laser absorption and hydrodynamic 
processes: 10 %, driver efficiency: 10 % (and η

elec
= 0.4) 











































Quad: A group of four NIF 
main laser beamlines. 
Two quads = bundle, 
six bundles = cluster.
Bundle: An array of eight 
laser beams stacked four 
high and two across, the 
basic building block of the 
NIF main laser system.



How NIFs works?

Video: How NIF works (5.21)  

Motivation: to get idea how NIF works from technological point of view

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yixhyPN0r3g














Adiabat ~ measure of how 
efficiently kinetic energy can 
be used to get areal density



Requirements for
ignition condition
met individually 

Edwards, APS2012



Landen, EPJ 2013                                                                                                                           















LIFE was planned to be either pure-fusion or 
fission-fusion hybrid





LIFE builded on NIF, configure into an 
integrated power plate for 400-1500 MWe







End of LIFE: focus on scientific 
challenges of ignition

● NIF construction was completed in 2009
● National Ignition Campaign was aiming to reach ignition by 09/2012 → By 

the end of 2012 still only 1⁄10 of the pressures needed to achieve ignition
● 2015 the best result is still 1⁄3 away from the required densities, and the 

method used may not be suitable for closing that gap
● National Academy of Sciences review board: time for new IFE program is 

when ignition is achieved and ignition using laser indirect drive is not likely 
in the next several years.

● The LIFE effort was quietly cancelled in early 2013
● LLNL's acting director, Bret Knapp: 

"The focus of our inertial confinement fusion efforts is on understanding 
ignition on NIF rather than on the LIFE concept. Until more progress is 
made on ignition, we will direct our efforts on resolving the remaining 

fundamental scientific challenges to achieving fusion ignition."
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